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Identification of Stochastic Finite-State Systems* 
EUGENE S. SANTOS 
Department of 2VIathematics, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio 
A mathematical formulation of the identification problem of stochastic 
finite-state systems is introduced which includes the diagnosing, homing and 
machine identification problems as special cases. Algorithms for solving the last 
three problems are presented. Stability of the solution of the identification 
problems is also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall be concerned with the identification of stochastic 
finite-state systems. A mathematical formulation of the identification problem 
of stochastic finite-state systems is presented which includes the diagnosing, 
homing and machine identification problems (Gill, 1969) as special cases. 
The main task of the problem is to design an experiment, or more specifically, 
a finite sequence of input-output pairs. The system under investigation is to 
be identified from the knowledge ofp(y  Ix), the probability that the output 
sequence isy given that the input tape x is applied, where (x, y) is one of the 
input-output pairs. 
The diagnosing, homing and machine identification problems are discussed 
in detail. It is shown that many of the well-known results for the deterministic 
case (Gill, 1969) are still valid in the stochastic ase. In particular, despite 
the fact that there are uncountably many possible initial- or final-state 
distributions, it is shown that the diagnosing problem can always be solved 
by an experiment of multiplicity smaller than the number of states of the 
system, and the homing problem can always be solved by a simple experiment. 
Algorithms for constructing the desired experiments are given. Using the 
concept of sum machines, it is also shown that the machine identification 
experiment can always be solved by a simple experiment. 
In the last section, a geometrical interpretation fthe identification problem 
* Work reported herein was supported in part by the University Research Council 
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is given. It points out the needs of stability study of identification problems 
when only estimates of the probability p(y  I x) are known. A few interesting 
results are obtained. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS 
This section is a compilation of basic concepts and notions and their 
consequences. Most of the results are well known and hence proofs are 
omitted. Interested readers are referred to (Carlyle, 1969 and Santos, 1972). 
DEFINITION. A stochastic finite-state system (SFS) may be specified 
through a quadruple (U, S, V, p) where U, S, V are finite nonempty sets and 
p is a function from S X V × U × S into [0, 1] satisfying the condition 
~, p (s ' ,v iu ,  s )= l 
V~V 8"ES 
for all s e S and u ~ U. If  the range ofp is {0, 1}, then we have a deterministic 
finite-state system (DFS). 
The sets U and V are, respectively, the input and output alphabets. The 
set S is the set of internal states and p(s', v [ u, s) is the conditional probability 
that the next state of the SFS is s' and the output v is observed given that the 
present state of the SFS is s and the input u is applied. 
Finite sequences of elements from U(V)  will be called input (output) 
tapes. The collection of all input (output) tapes will be denoted by U*(V*).  
For completeness ake, we shall assume that both U* and V* contain the 
empty tape e with the property xe = x = ex for all tape x. The length of 
a tape x will be denoted by lg(x). By definition, lg(e) = 0. A tape x 0 is a 
prefix of x if x ~ XoX 1 for some tape x I . Moreover, 
(U x V)* = {(x,y): x E U* ,y  ~ V*, lg(x) = Ig(y)}. 
In what follows the symbol M, with or without subscript, will be reserved 
for SFS. All SFS will be assumed to have the same U and V sets. Thus, an 
SFS will be represented by (S, p) with U and V being suppressed. Moreover, 
the set (U X V)* will be well ordered in such a way that lg(xl) < lg(x~) 
implies (x l ,y l )<  (x2,y2). The order of (U X V)* will be kept fixed 
throughout the entire paper and assumed to be the same for all SFS under 
consideration. 
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DEFINITION. Given M = (S, p), p* is a function from S × (U × V)* X S 
into [0, 1] defined inductively on lg(x), x E U*, as follows: 
if Sr  S" 
p*(s", e [ e, s') = {~ 
if s' @ s", ~u 
p*(s", vy [ux, s') = ~ p(s, v [u, s')p*(s",y ix, s). 
8~S 
Notation. Let M = (S, p). Assuming that S = {sl, s2 ,..., s~}, 
(1) pu(y lx  ) will denote the matrix whose (i , j)-th entry is 
p*(s~ , y 1 x, si), 
(2) E will denote a column matrix of appropriate order whose entries 
are all 1, 
(3) 
(4) 
QV(y ix  ) = pv(y  [ x) E, 
PM(x) = Zu~V* pM(y [ X). 
The superscript is used for identifying the specific SFS. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every (xl,  Yl), (xe, Y2) ~ (U X V)*, 
(a) pM(yly ~ ] xlx2) = PM(y 1 I xl) pM(y~ [ x2), 
(b) QM(y~y 2 l x~x2) = pM(y~ I xl)QM(y2 Ix,), 
(c) pM(XlX2) = PM(Xl) pM(X2), 
(d) P~(~)  Z = E. 
Notation. (1) A M will denote the semi-infinite matrix whose coIumns 
are QM(y I x) arranged in the order of (U × V)*; 
(2) B M will denote the matrix obtained from A M by omitting those 
columns of A M which are linear combinations of previous columns. 
THEOREM 2.2. B M can be effectively constructed. Indeed, the k-th column 
of B M corresponds to some QM(y [ x) with lg(x) ~ k. 
DEFINITION. A state distribution (s.d.) of M = (S,p) is a function h 
from S into [0, 1] such that ~s h(s) = 1. If  the range of h is {0, 1}, then h 
is said to be deterministic. 
Notation. I f  h is an s.d. of M, then the same symbol h will also be used 
to denote the row vector whose i-th component is h(si). 
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DEFINITION. An initialized stochastic finite-state system (ISFS) is an 
ordered pair (M, h) where M is an SFS and h is an s.d. of M. h is called the 
initial s.d. of L 
DEFINITION. Let I ----- (M, h) be an ISFS. r 1 is a function from (U × V)* 
into [0, 1] defined as follows: 
rZ(y l x) -= hQM(y l x). 
The symbol I, with or wothout subscripts, will be reserved for ISFS. 
Moreover, i f I  = (M, h), then M(1) = M and h(1) = h. 
DEFINITION. Let I1 and 12 be ISFS. 11 ,~ 12 iff (if and only i f ) rh =- rI~. 
Otherwise, I 1 ~/~ 12 . 
DEFINITION. Let h 1 and h 2 be s.d. of M. h I e'~Mh 2 iff (M, hi) ~ (M, h2). 
Otherwise, h~ ~/.~M h2 " 
THEOREM 2.3. hi ~M h~ iff hlB M = h2B M. 
Notation. Let M = (S,p). Then I M I  wilt 
elements in S. 
denote the number of 
THEOREM 2.4. Let h 1 and h2 be s.d. of M and I i = (M, hi), i = 1, 2. I f  
rh(y [ x) = rh(y [ x) for all (x, y) ~ (U × V*) such that lg(x) < ]M l, then 
hx ~ h~. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 11 = (M l ,h l )  and I 2 = (M~,h2) be ISFS. I f  
rh(y I x) = rh(y t x) for all (x, y) ~ (U × V)* such that lg(x) < l M1 I + I M~ I, 
then I 1 ~.~ I 2 • 
DEFINITION. (1) M is 1 irreducible iff for every s.d. h 1 and h 2 of M, 
hi ~.~M h~ implies h I ~ h 2 ; 
(2) M is 2 irreducible iff for every s.d. h 1 of M and deterministic s.d. 
h2 of M, h 1 ~.~M h2 implies h 1 --  h 2 ; 
(3) M is 3 irreducible iff for every deterministic s.d. h 1 and h 2 of M, 
hi ,.~M h2 implies h 1 = h 2 . 
THEOREM 2.6. (a) M is 1 irreducible iff B u is a square matrix (and hence 
nonsingular); 
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(b) M is 2 irreducible iff  no row of B u is a convex combination of the other 
rows of BM; 
(c) M is 3 irreducible iff  no two rows of B M are identical. 
DEFINITION. (1) M 1 and M a are statewise quivalent (~-~) iff for every 
deterministic s.d. h 1 of M 1 , there exists a deterministic s.d. h a of 3/12 such that 
(M 1 , hi) ~-~ (Ma, ha) and viceversa. 
(2) M 1 and M a are distributionwise quivalent (2 )  iff for every s.d. 
h 1 of 2l//1, there exists s.d. h a of M a such that (M1, hi) ~ (3//2, ha) and vice 
versa. 
THEOREM 2.7. (a) M 1 ~,~ M 2 iff  the set of all rows of A M1 is equal to the 
set of all rows of A M2. 
(b) M 1 ~ M~ iff the convex set spanned by the rows of AM1 is equal to 
the convex set spanned by the rows of A M2. 
THEOREM 2.8. (a) M is 3 irreducible iff  there exists no SFS M'  with 
[M ' ]  <[MlandM'~.~M.  
(b) M is 2 irreducible iff  there exists no SFS M'  with I M '  l < 1 M I 
and M'  ~ M.  
THEOREIVI 2.9. (a) Given M,  there is an effective procedure for constructing 
a 3-irreducible SFS M 1 such that M 1 ~-~ M.  
(b) Given M,  there is an effective procedure for constructing a 2-#reducible 
SFS M 2 such that M 2 ~ M.  
Remark. The M 1 and M 2 given in Theorem 2.9 is not unique (up to 
isomorphism). 
THEOREM 2.10. Let 21/11 and M 2 be 2 irreducible. M 1 ~ M 2 iff  M 1 ~.~ 2V[ 2 . 
I I I .  THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 
In order to give a precise formulation of the identification problem to be 
considered in this paper and to facilitate future developments, a few new 
concepts and notations will be introduced below. 
DEFINITION. An experiment T is a finite sequence of elements of 
(U X V)*. Let (x k ,Yk) be the k-th term of T, x k is a final input tape of T 
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iff xk is not a prefix of xk+ 1 . The multiplicity of an input tape x with respect 
to T, denoted by mr(x), is the number of occurrences of x as final input tape 
of T. Thus mr(x) = 0 iff x is not a final input tape of T. The multiplicity 
and the length of T are defined, respectively, as follows: 
m(T) = Z roT(X); lg(T)-= Z mr(x) lg(x). 
~ U* ~ U* 
I f  re(T) = I, then T is simple. Otherwise, T is multiple. 
Notation. Let I = (M, h), T an experiment and (xi, Yi) the i-th term of T. 
1. T(M)wi l l  denote the matrix whose i-th column is Qm(y i ] xi); 
2. T(I)  will denote the row matrix whose i-th entry is rI(yi I xi). 
T(I) will also be used to represent a function from the set of distinct elements 
of T into [0, 1] which maps (x, y) into rI(y l x). 
Notation. Let I ---- (M, h), ~9 a family of sets of ISFS, H a set of ISFS and 
and x ~ U*. 
1. I(x) is the ISFS (M, h'), where h' = hPm(x); 
2. n(x)  = {I(x): I ~ H}; 
3. ~9(x) ----- {H(x): n ~ ~2. 
Notation. Let ~Q be a family of sets, then ~ = (3He~ H. 
DEFINITION. Let I be an ISFS and ~2 a family of sets of ISFS. D is an 
admissible family of I iff I ~-~ I '  for some I '  ~ ~. 
DEFINITION. Let T be an experiment and x E U*. x is a prefix of T i f f  
for some k, x is a prefix of x k , where (x k , Yk) is the k-th term of T. 
We are now in a position to formulate the identification problem: let I be 
an ISFS. Given an admissible family ~2 of / ,  does there exist an experiment T 
such that for some prefix x of T, an H e D(x) can be determined from T(I) 
with the property that (i) I '  ~ ~ and T(I') -~ T(I) implies I'(x) ~.~ I"(x) for 
someI"(x) ~ H, and (ii)I', I" E ~,  T(I') = T(I") = T(I) impliesI'(x) ~.~ I"(x) ? 
In the above problem, I is the ISFS under investigation. Its internal 
structure is not known. The problem is an attempt o identify I to within 
equivalence. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 2.8(b), it will be assumed, without 
loss of generality, that all SFS under consideration are 2 irreducible. Since 
2-irreducible DFS are isomorphic if distributionwise quivalent, therefore, 
in the deterministic case, I is identified to within isomorphism. 
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An experiment T in which for some prefix x satisfies the conditions tated 
in the identification problem above is called an identification experiment for I 
and/2 with terminal x. If, in addition, H is unique, then T is a strict identi- 
fication experiment for I and/2 with terminal x. H is called a solution for I 
and/2 corresponding to T with terminal x. 
An experiment T is a preset (strict) identification experiment for/2 with 
terminal x iff T is a (strict) identification experiment for I and/2 with terminal 
x for all ISFS I such that ! ~-~ I '  for some I '  ~ ~. Otherwise, T is adaptive. 
In other words, T is preset if it can be constructed independently of/.  
Although according to a result established by Carlyle (1969), for every 
identification problem where the number of states of each ISFS in ~ does not 
exceed a given integer k, the experiment consisting of all (x, y) ~ (U × V)*, 
where lg(x)~< 2h-}-1, is always a preset identification experiment, this 
experiment need not be of least multiplicity or length. Indeed, in most of the 
interesting cases, identification experiments of lesser multiplicity and shorter 
length can always be found. It is with this idea in mind that this paper is 
being written. 
DEFINITION. Let ~2 be a family of sets. [2 is homogeneous iff every set in/2 
contains exactly one element. 
Notation. Let M be an SFS, then H(M) = {(M, h): h is a state distri- 
bution of M}. 
The following interesting special cases of the above identification problem 
will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections: 
1. State identification problems. /2 is homogeneous and for all I '  E~, 
M(I') ~ M(I). In this case, /2 is completely determined by the set of all 
state distributions h(I) where I e ~. If  it is required that the terminal x = e, 
then we have the diagnosing problem. If no such condition is imposed, then 
we have the homing problem. 
2. Machine identification problems. /2 is finite and for every H ~/2, there 
exists SFS MH such that H = H(MH). In this case,/2 is completely deter- 
mined by {MH : H c/2}. 
It should be observed that the diagnosing, homing and machine identi- 
fication problems tated above are stochastic generalizations of the diagnosing, 
homing and machine identification problems of DFS (Gill, 1969). Various 
other special cases are also considered in this paper. 








H is a solution for I and D corresponding to T with terminal 
I(x) ~ I'(x) for some I'(x) ~ H, and 
11, I 2 e ~,  T(Ia) = T(I2) = T(I) implies I~(x) ~ I2(x ). 
There exists I o e ~ such that I o ~ I. Suppose H is a solution for I 
and g? corresponding to T with terminal x. Condition (ii) follows immediately 
from the fact that T is an identification experiment for I and X2 with terminal x. 
Moreover, since T(Io) -= T(I), therefore Io(x ) ~ I'(x) for some I ' (x)~ H. 
Thus, I(x) ~ I'(x) and (i) follows. Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold. It 
suffices to prove that I 1 ~ ~ and T(I1) = T(I) implies I i(x ) ~ Iz(x) for some 
Is(x) ~ H. Since T(I1) = T(I) = T(Io), by (ii), I~(x) ~ Io(x ) ~-~ I(x) ~., I'(x). 
It is therefore sufficient o take Is(x ) = I'(x). 
COROLLARY. I f  H is" a solution for I and ~ corresponding to some T O with 
terminal x, then H is a solution for I and f2 corresponding to all T with terminal x. 
By virtue of the above corollary, we shall simply say that H is a solution for 
I and D with terminal x if H is a solution for I and ~ corresponding tosome T 
with terminal x. 
COROLLARY. I f  there exists a strict identification experiment for I and g? 
with terminal x, then there exists a unique H ~ g?(x) such that I'(x) ~ I(x) 
implies I ' (x )~ H. Conversely, i f  there exists a unique H ~ g2(x) such that 
I'(x) ~ I(x) implies I'(x) ~ H, then every identification experiment for I and 
with terminal x is strict. 
THEOREM 3.2. T is an identification experiment for I and g? with terminal x 
iff I '  ~ ~ and T(I') = T(I) implies I'(x) ~ I(x). 
Proof. There exists I 0 ~ ~ such that I 0 ~ L Suppose T is an identification 
experiment for I and ~ with terminal x. Let I '  6 ~ and T(I') -~ T(I). Since 
T(Io) ~- T(I) = T(I'), therefore I '(x) N lo(X ) ,~ I(x). Conversely, suppose 
I '  a ~ and T(I') -= T(t)  implies I '(x) --~ I(x). There exists H a/2(x) such that 
Io(X ) E H. By Theorem 3.1, H is a solution for I and g2 corresponding to T 
with terminal x. 
COROLLARY. Let 171 and ~2~ be admissible families of I such that ~1 C_ ~2 
and x 1 , x~ E U* such that x 1 is a prefix of x~ . Every identification experiment 
for I and g?l with terminal x 1 is an identification experiment for I and g?2 with 
terminal x 2 . 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let T 1 and T s be experiments such that T 1 is a subsequence 
of T s and xl , x a ~ U* such that x 1 is a prefix of x s . I f  T 1 is a (strict) identification 
experiment for I and £2 with terminal x l ,  then Tz is a (strict) identification 
experiment for I and 1"2 with terminal x a . 
Proof. The "strict" part follows from the second corollary of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X2 be a homogeneous admissible family of I. T is a (strict) 
identification experiment for I and Y2 with terminal x iff there exists (unique) 
I"(x) ~ [2(x) such that I '  ~ f2 and T(I') = T(I) implies I'(x) ~-~ I"(x). 
DEFINITION. Let £2 be a family of sets of ISFS. D is exclusive iff 
/ /1 , / /2  s f2,/ /1 ~A Ha and I 2 ~/ /1 ,  I a ~ H a implies I s//~ I a . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let ~2 be a homogeneous family of sets of ISFS.  X2 is 
exclusive iff 12, I a ~ ~ and 11 ~-~ 1 a implies I 2 = I s . 
DEFINITION. Let 1" be a collection of SFS. F is exclusive iff {H(M): M ~ 1"} 
is exclusive. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let F be a a collection of SFS. 1" is exclusive iff 
(21//1, hi) ~-~ (Ma,  h2), where M1, M s ~ 1" and hi ,  h a are, respectively, state 
distributions of M1, Ma , implies M 1 = M a . 
THEOREM 3.7. Let [2 be a family of sets of ISFS and x ~ U*. I f  there exists 
a preset strict identification experiment T for X2 with terminal x, then £2(x) is 
exclusive. 
Proof. Suppose £2(x) is not exclusive. There exist 111, Hseg2(x), 
H 1 #H 2 and there exist Ii(x )~H1,  h (x )~H s such that Ii(x )~ I2 (x  ). 
Therefore T is not a strict identification experiment for I 1 and £2 with 
terminal x. 
IV. DIAGNOSING PROBLEM 
Notation. Ho(M ) is the set of all state distributions of M. 
DEFINITION. Let I = (M, h) and H C_ Ho(M ). H is an admissible set 
of I iff h ~u h' for some h' ~ H. 
By virtue of Proposition 3.4, the diagnosing problem may be restated as 
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follows. Let I ~-- (M, h). Given M and an admissible set H of / ,  does there 
exist an experiment T such that an h '~ H can be determined from the 
knowledge of T(I) with the property that h" ~ H and h"T(M) = T(I) implies 
h" ~-~m h' ? 
An experiment T which solves the above problem is called a diagnosing 
experiment for I and H. If, in addition, h' is unique, then T is a strict 
diagnosing experiment for I and H. By virtue of the first corollary of 
Theorem 3.1, h' is called a solution for I and H. 
An experiment T is a preset (strict) diagnosing experiment for H C_ Ho(M) 
iff T is a (strict) diagnosing experiment for I and H, for all I = (M, h) where 
h ~ H. Otherwise, T is adaptive. 
I f  a diagnosing experiment T for I and H is known, the collection of all 
solutions for I and H may be obtained as follows: 
1. Use the linear programming method to find a stochastic vector h o 
such that hoT(M ) = T(I). 
2. Determine all h '~ H such that h' ~-~u h0 . All h '~ H satisfying 
h' ~ h 0 are solutions for I and H. 
THEOREM 411. Let M be an SFS and T an experiment. T is a preset 
diagnosing experiment for Ho(M ) iff rank T(M) -~ rank Bm. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 2.3 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H C_ Ho(M ). A preset diagnosing experiment T for H can 
be effectively constructed with m(T) ~ M -- 1 and Ig(T) ~ ½ ] M ](] M] --1). 
Proof. Let T be the experiment where T(M)= Bm. The conclusion 
follows from Theorems 3.2, 4.1 and the corollary of Theorem 3.2. 
Although all diagnosing problems are solvable by a multiple experiment, 
they are not always solvable by a simple experiment (Gill, 1962). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I ~ (M, h) and H be an admissible set of I. I f  ] H l = k, 
where 1 H [ is the number of equivalence classes of H under ~.~m, then there exists 
a diagnosing experiment T for I and H with re(T) < k and 
lg(T) ~ (k --  1)([ M J -- 1). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for the corresponding theorem in the 
deterministic case (Gill, 1969). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let I ~ (M, h) and H be an admissible set of I. There 
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exists a strict diagnosing experiment for I and H iff there exists a unique h' ~ H 
such that h' ~.~M h. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 4.2 and the second corollary 
of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.5. There exists a preset strict diagnosing experiment for Ho(M ) 
iff M is 1 irreducible. In this case, every diagnosing experiment for 1 = (M, h) 
and Ho(M ) is strict. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 4.4. 
Conditions for the existence of a simple diagnosing experiment will now 
be discussed. 
Notation. Let x 0 E U*. Txo will denote the experiment consisting of all 
elements of the form (x, y), where x is a prefix of x 0 , and arranged according 
to the order of (U × V)*. 
It is clear that for every x e U*, m(T~)= 1, lg(T~)~ lg(x) and 
rank T~(M) <~ rank B ~t. 
DEFINITION. rank(M) is the maximum of all rank T~(M), x e U*. 
THEOREM 4.6. There exists a simple preset diagnosing experiment for
Ho(M ) iff rank(M) ---- rank B M. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
In the rest of this ection, a generalization of the diagnosing problem will 
be considered which is obtained by relaxing the restriction on £2. In other 
words, we shall consider the following problem. Let I = (M, h). Given M 
and a family ~2 of subsets of Ho(M ) such that h ~.~u h' for some h' e ~, does 
there exist an experiment T such that an H e £2 can be determined from 
T(I) with the properties that (i) h' eQ, h 'T (M)= T(I) implies h' ~M h" 
for some h"~H, and (ii) h' ,h"E~, h 'T (M)= h"T(M)= T(I) implies 
h' ~.~M h" ? 
The above problem will also be referred to as the diagnosing problem. 
It will be clear from the context which diagnosing problem is under 
consideration. All the terminologies introduced above will also be adopted 
for this problem. 
THEOREM 4.7. Every diagnosing experiment for I and H is also a diagnosing 
experiment for I and ~, and vice versa, provided ~ = H. 
Proof. The proof follows from the corollary of Theorem 3.2. 
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Remark. Although every strict diagnosing experiment for I and H is also 
a strict diagnosing experiment for I and ~2 provided ~Q = H, the converse 
is not true in general. 
By virtue of the corollaries of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, a synthesis procedure 
for finding a strict diagnosing experiment for I and Q is given below: 
1. Construct a diagnosing experiment T for I and.Q. 
2. Does there exist a unique H~£2 such that h' ~ ,  h'T(M) = T(I) 
implies h' ~.~M h" for some h" ~ H ? I f  so, T is the desired strict diagnosing 
experiment for I and ~2 and H is the desired solution for I and ~2. Otherwise, 
the problem is not solvable. 
V. HOMING I)ROBLEM 
Notation. Let HC Ho(M ) and x ~ U*. Then H~)  ---- {hpi(x): h eH}. 
By virtue of Theorem 3.4, the homing problem may be restated as follows: 
Let I = (M, h). Given M and an admissible family H of I, does there exist 
an experiment T such that for some prefix x of T, an h'pM(x) ~ H(x) can be 
determined from T(I) with the property that h" ~ H, h"T(M) = T(I) implies 
h,,pM(x) ¢~.,M h,pM(x) ? 
An experiment T, in which for some prefix x satisfies the condition stated 
in the above problem, is called a homing experiment for I and H with terminal 
x. If, in addition, h'pM(x) is unique, then T is a strict homing experiment for I 
and H with terminal x. h'pM(x) is called a solution for I and H (corresponding 
to T) with terminal x. 
I f  a homing experiment T for I and H with terminal x is known, the 
collection of all solutions for I and H with terminal x can be found as follows: 
1. Use the linear programming method to find a stochastic vector 
h o such that hoT(M ) : T(I). 
2. Determine all h'pM(x)~H(x) where h'pM(x)~-~MhoPM(x ). All 
h'pM(x) ~ H(x) such that h'pm(x) ~M hoPM(x) are solutions for I and H 
with terminal x. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. T is a diagnosing experiment for I and H iff T is a 
homing experiment for I and H with terminal e. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be an SFS. T is a preset homing experiment for Ho(M ) 
with terminal x iff the column space L1 of pM(x) B m is a subspace of the column 
space L~ of T(M). 
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Pro@ Suppose L 1 is a subspace of L 2, then hT(M)= 0 implies 
~pM(x)BM= 0 for every row vector h. Let  I = (M,h) ,  h '~S(M)  
and h'T(M) = T(I) = hT(M).  Then ((h' -- h) T(M)  = 0. Therefore,  
(h ' - -h )  pM(x)BM= 0 or h'pM(x)~.~M hpM(x). By Theorem 3.2, T is a 
homing exper iment for I and Ho(M ) with terminal  x. Conversely, suppose 
L 1 is not a subspace o fL  2 . Then  there exists row vector/~ such that hT(M)  = 0 
but  hpM(x)BM=/= O. Let  /~ = (/~1, ha,..., h~). Since the first column of 
PM(X) B M is E, therefore 
Let  
~ h i =0.  
i=1 
c = ~ [/~i i. 
i= l  
Define the row vectors h 1 = (hi* , h12,..., hi n) and h~ = (h21 , h~2,..., h~ '~) as 
follows: 
t(2/c) h i if h i >~0 
blip--_ 
otherwise, 
• i _ (2 /c  )/~i if /~i >~ 0 
h~ = t0 otherwise. 
Clearly, hi,  h 2 ~ Ho(M ) and hi - -  h a = h. Let  I (M,  hi). Then  h2T(M ) = T(I) 
but  h2pU(x) W/~M h~pM(x). Thus,  by Theorem 3.2, T is not a homing experi-  
ment for I and Ho(M ) with terminal x. 
DEFINITION. Let  x ~ U*. x is weakly k dependent over M i f f  rank Tx(M ) = 
rank Txl(M ) for some x l ,  x~ E U*, lg(x2) = k and x = XlX 2 . x is k dependent 
over M iff x is weakly k dependent  over M but not weakly (k @ 1) dependent 
over M. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. I f  X is k dependent over M, then for every u ~ U, either 
xu is (k q- 1) dependent over M or xu is 0 dependent over M. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let M be an SFS and Xo~ U*. An x~ U* with 
lg(x) ~ (] M]  - -  1) 2 can be effectively constructed such that T%x is a preset 
homing experiment for Ho(M ) with terminal XoX. 
Proof. Construct  the sequence x k ~ U*, k = 0, 1, 2,..., as follows: 
1. Set x o = x 0 . 
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2. Set h = 0. 
3. I f  xk is (I M l - -  1) dependent over M, stop. 
The tape x where xk = xox and lg(x') = I M [ --  1 is the desired x. 
4. I f  there exists u e U such that xku is 0 dependent over M, set 
x~+ 1 = x~u. Otherwise, set x~+ 1 = xku o where u 0 is an arbitrary element of U. 
5. Increase h by 1 and return to step 3. 
It is clear that the above construction is effective and lg(x) ~ ([ M I - -  1) 2. 
Moreover, the column space of pM(XoX ) B M is a subspace of the column 
space of T,o~(M ). Thus, the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.2. 
DEFINITION. Let H C_ Ho(M ) and x E U*. x is a minimal input tape for 
H iff x is of least length and T~ is a preset homing experiment for H with 
terminal x. 
COROLLARY. Let H C Ho(M ). A minimal input tape for H can be effectively 
constructed. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let I = (M, h) and H be an admissible set of I such 
that ] H I  = k. There exists an experiment T with m(T) = 1 and lg(T) 
(k -- 1)(1 M t --  1) such that T is a homing experiment for I and H with terminal 
x, where x is the final input tape of T. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the corresponding theorem for the 
deterministic ease (Gill, 1969). 
COROLLARY. Let I -~ (M, h), H an admissible set of I such that H[ = k 
and h l ,h2~Ho(M ), h l~mh2 implies there exists (x l ,y l )~(U × V)* 
with lg(Xl) ~ l such that r11(y ] xl) ~ rZ2(y2 [ x2), where li = (M, hi), i = 1, 2. 
There exists an experiment T with re(T) = 1 and lg(T) ~ l(k -- 1) such that 
T is a homing experiment for I and H with terminal x where x is the final input 
tape of T. Moreover, T can be effectively constructed provided H is recursively 
enumerable. 
VI. MACHINE IDENTIFICATION I°ROBLEM 
The machine identification problem is an identification problem in which 
~ {H(M): M ~/ '} where/" is a finite set of SFS. 
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(Strict) machine identification experiments for I and 1" with terminal x 
and solution for I and 1, corresponding to T are defined in the obvious way. 
An experiment T is a preset (strict) machine identification experiment for 1" 
with terminal x iff for all I where M(I)  ~ 11, T is a (strict) machine identi- 
fication experiment for I and 1" with terminal x. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let 1" be a set of SFS and £2 = {H(M): Me1"}, then 
g?(x) = f2 for all x e U*. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let F = {M1, M S ,..., M~} be a finite set of SFS. An 
x ~ U* with lg(x) ~< (I 21411 + I Me[ + "'" + [M~I --  1) z can be effectively 
constructed such that T~ is a preset machine identification experiment for F with 
terminal x. 
Pro@ Let Mi = (Si ,pi), i = 1, 2,..., k. Without loss of generality, 
assume S i ces  t = ;~ if i@ j .  Let M=(S ,p)  be the SFS where 
S = S 1 • Sew "" k) Sk and 
tpi(s",v I u, s') if s', s" ES i  
p(s", v i u, s') ~ I0 otherwise. 
By Theorem 5.4, there exists x ~ U* with lg(x) ~< ([ M I - 1)  3 such that T~ 
is a preset homing experiment for Ho(M ) with terminal x. It can be verified 
that x has the desired properties. 
Remark. The SFS M given in the proof above will be denoted by 
M 1 q- M 1 q- "'" + M~ and will be referred to as the sum machine. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let F be a finite set of SFS. There exists a preset strict machine. 
identification experiment for F with terminal x iff 1, is exclusive. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 3.1, 3.7, and 6.2. 
A sufficient condition for exclusiveness will be given below. 
DEFINITION. Let hl ,he@Ho(M ). h e is M accessible from h 1 iff 
h2 = hlpM(x) for some x ~ U*. 
DEFINITION. Let M be an SFS. M is strongly connected iff for every 
state distribution h 1 of M and deterministic state distribution h~ of M, h~ 
is M accessible from h 1 . 
Remark. One may be tempted to define strongly connected in such a way 
that for every h I , h e ~ Ho(M), h e is M accessible from h 1 . Unfortunately, 
643[2I/I-2 
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no such SFS exist. This is due to the fact that for given h E Ho(M), the set 
{hpU(x): x e U*} is at most countable. On the other hand, Ho(M ) is non- 
denumerably infinite. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a set of SFS. 1" is distinguishable iff 21//1, M e e F 
and M 1 ~ M e implies M a = M e. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let 1" be a set of strongly connected SFS. 1" is exclusive iff 
1" is distinguishable. 
Proof. Suppose 1" is not exclusive. There exists Ma,  M 2 E 1" with 
M 1 va M e and h i e H0(Mi), i - -  1, 2, such that (Ma, hi) ~-~ (Me, he). Let 
h a' be a deterministic state distribution of M a . Since Ma is strongly connected, 
there exists x a U* such that h a' = hapUl(x). Let h~' = hepM~(x). It is clear 
that (M1, hi' ) ~.~ (M 2 , he'). Similarly, let h~ be a deterministic state distri- 
bution o fM e . Then there exists h E ~ Ho(M1) such that (MI ,  M[') N (Me, h~). 
Hence M a ~___ M e or 1" is not distinguishable. The converse is trivial. 
COROLLARY. Let 1" -~ {M1, M e ,...,M~} be a finite set of strongly connected 
SFS which is distinguishable. An x ~ U* with 
lg(x) ~< (1 Mat + [Me[  + -.. + E M~J - -  1) 2 
can be effectively constructed such that T~ is a preset machine identification 
experiment for 1 ~ with terminal x. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 1" = {M1, M2 ,..., Mk} be a finite set of SFS and 
I = (Mt ,  h) where 1 <~ l <~ k. An x ~ U* can be effectively constructed such 
that T,  is a machine identification experiment for I and 1" with terminal x. 
Moreover, 
k 
lg(x) ~< ~ (] Mi l  - -  1) 2 + (k -- 1)([ Ma[ + ]M e ] --  1), 
i= l  
where we assume I Mi  [ >/ ] Mi+a ]for i = I, 2,.., k -- 1. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.4 and the corollary of 
Theorem 5.5. The idea is similar to the corresponding theorem in the 
deterministic case. 
Using the concept of sum machine, it can be shown that any identification 
problem, for which the set 1" ~ {M(I): I e~)  is finite, can be reformulated 
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as a diagnosing or homing problem. Thus, for this case, a simple identification 
experiment T for I and f2 with terminal x or an identification experiment T 
for I and £2 with terminal e where re(T) ~ [Ml1 @ I M~I + "" + I M~ I, 
if 2P = {M1, M 2 ,..., M~}, can always be effectively constructed. 
VII. STABILITY 
In all previous discussions, it was assumed that T(I) is known. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case for most actual problems, since the exact 
value of rI(y I x) is not known. If  h identical copies of I are available, the 
ratio l/h may be used as an estimate for r~(y I x), where l is the number of 
copies of I giving the output ape y when the input tape x was applied to all h 
copies of I. Since the estimates for r1(y ] x) may vary from experiment to 
experiment, it is natural to inquire about the stability of the solution of an 
identification problem. A brief discussion of this problem confined to those 
identification problems with preset identification experiments will be 
presented below. 
The above scheme of estimating rl(y I x) will be used throughout the rest 
of this section. This leads to an estimator for r*(y Ix) which is the random 
variable (1/k)fl(ylx), where f I (y[x)  is a random variable having the 
binomial distribution b(k, p), p = r~(y [ x). The probability that (l/k) ~-X(y T x) 
assumes the value l/k, 0 <~l<~ h, is given by (~)p~(1 _p)k-~, where (~) 
is the binomial coefficient and p = rI(y]x). The probability that 
(l/h) fi(y [ x) assumes any other value is zero. From the "strong law of large 
numbers," the probability of the inequality 
[(l/k) - ~1(y i .)L ~<,  
always exceeds 1 -  (1/4he 2) for every e > 0. Thus, if sufficiently many 
copies of I are available, rI(y i x) may be estimated with almost certainty to 
within any degree of accuracy. 
It might seem, from the above discussions, that the solution of an identi- 
fication problem can be made sufficiently stable provided sufficiently many 
copies of I are given. This, unfortunately, is not the case. In order to obtain 
more insight into this problem, a geometric interpretation of the identifi- 
cation problem will be given below. 
Let W C (U X V)*. For each ISFS, the restriction ofr I to Wmay be viewed 
as a point in a real vector space endowed with a coordinate system whose 





point is given by #(y [ x). We shall denote the point and the vector space by 
W(I) and W, respectively. I f  W contains exactly n elements, then W is an 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
The following notations will also be used in the sequel: 
1. W(H) = {W(I): I e H} if H is a collection of ISFS. 
2. W(£2) = {W(H): H e ~2} if ~? is a family of collections of ISFS. 
W 0 = (U × V)*. Thus, Wo(I1) ---- Wo(I2)iffI1 ~I  2 . 
I f  T is an experiment, hen T will denote the set of all distinct erms 
The foregoing discussions enable one to give a geometrical interpretation 
of an identification problem for I and ~2. It is a problem in which one is 
required to identify those Wo(H(x))~ Wo(f2(x)) which contain the point 
Wo(I(x)). Since only finitely many coordinates of Wo(I ) may be assumed to 
be known, it is necessary to determine a finite subset W of W 0 having the 
following properties (cf. Theorem 3.2): 
I '  E sQ and W(I') = W(I) implies Wo(I'(x))= Wo(I(x)). 
Such a W will be called an identification input-output pair for I and ~2 with 
terminal x. It has the following properties: 
(1) If T is an experiment and W = T, then T is an identification 
experiment for I and £2 with terminal x. 
(2) H(x) is a solution for I and £2 with terminal x iff W(I) ~ W(H). 
Consider the identification problem for I and £2 and let T be a preset 
identification experiment for £2 with terminal x. Since T does not depend on I, 
it is not affected by the estimates of r1(y ] x). Let W = T. The sequence of 
mutually independent random variables (1/k)#(y]x), where (x,y)E W, 
may be used as an estimator for W(I). Denote this estimator by W(I). The 
density function for the random variable W(I) can be easily determined. 
Each value of W(I) is a point in W which may or may not be in some H ~ D. 
We shall say that H ~/2(x) is a solution for I and D with terminal x corres- 
ponding to the value z of W(I) iff there exists H '  ~ f2 with H'(x) = H such 
that p(z, H') ~ O(z, H") for all H" ~ £2. Here, p(z, H') denotes the distance 
between the point z and the set W(H') of W. Since W(I) is a random variable, 
one could define the probability that H E £2(x) is a solution for I and ~ with 
terminal x. 
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To this end, for every H 6/2(x), let 
H* = {z ~ W: there exists H '  ~/2 such that H'(x) = H and 
p(z, H') <~ p(z, H") for all H" e sg}. 
The probability that H is a solution for I and £2 with terminal x is then given 
by the probability that W(I) assumes values in H*. Since this probability 
depends also on T as well as k, it will be denoted by Pr(T, H, k) .  
THEOREM 7.1. 
then 
I f  H ~ /2(x) is not a solution for I and/2 with terminal x, 
lira Pr(T, H, k) = 0. 
E 
Proof. It can be shown that H* is a closed set in W for all H e ~)(x). Let 
H e/2(x)) which is not a solution for I and £2 with terminal x, then W(I) ~ H* 
and is an exterior point of H*. The theorem follows from the "strong law 
of large numbers." 
The above theorem suggests that the stability concept be defined as 
follows: An identification problem I and/2 with preset identification experi- 
ment T with terminal x is said to be stable iff limk_~ Pr(T, H, k) = 1 for all 
H c/2(x) where H is a solution for I and/2 with terminal x. 
That not all identification problems with preset identification experiments 
are stable can be seen from the example below. 
Consider the diagnosing problem for I = (M, h) and Ho(M ). The family 
/2 consists of sets with a single element (M, h'), h' a state distribution of M. 
It can be shown that for all preset identification experiment T, Pr(T, H, k) ~ 0 
for infinitely many k. 
THEOREM 7.2. An identification problem for I and ~2 with preset identi- 
fication experiment T with terminal x is stable if W(I) is an interior point of 
H' for  all H E/2(x) which are solutions for I and £2 with terminal x. 
Proof. The proof follows from the "strong law of large numbers." 
An identification problem may be stable, and yet it is impossible to deter- 
mine in advance the number, N(E), of SFS such that Pr(T, H, k) > 1 --  e 
whenever k > N(@ This suggests the following stronger type of stability. 
DEFINITION. An identification problem I and/2 with preset identification 
experiment T with terminal x is strongly stable iff limk_~ Pr(T, H, k) = 1 
uniformly for all H e/2(x), where H is a solution for I and/2 with terminal x, 
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i.e., for every e > 0, there exists N(e) such that Pr(T, H, h )> 1 -  • 
whenever k > N(e) and H e g?(x) is a solution for I and/2  with terminal x. 
An immediate consequence of the above definition is 
THEOREM 7.3. A machine identification problem for I and I" with any preset 
identification experiment T with terminal x is strongly stable provided 1" is 
exclusive. 
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